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Comet Lovejoy 2014 Q2 is a surprise – a moderately bright comet that’s expected to continue to
brighten as it races north in January 2015. This image on Dec. 27, 2104 is of the comet after 2 tail
disconnection events in late December. More info on page 12. € John Nassr

CLUB NEWS
December Meeting
Last December 7, members of the
Astronomical League of the Philippines (ALP)
held their general meeting / Christmas lunch
get-together meeting at Aristocrat Restaurant
in Roxas Blvd.
Present were ALP President James Kevin Ty,
wife Charito and son Kendrick Cole (KC);
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan and Iah Serna;
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu, wife Karren
and daughter Frances; Auditor Edgar Ang; Justine, Louie, Mike and Ronald
directors Mike Enage and Peter Benedict
Tubalinal;
Ronald Sison; Edge Lat and
daughter Trizha Elise; Justine Garcia; Jason
Comia; Vincent Gella and Rochele Brabante;
and Shubshashi Banerjee.

Charito, KC, Frances, Karren, Iah and Andrew
The meeting started at around 12:30 p.m.
with the ordering of food. It was also time for
members to renew their membership as well
as exercise their right to vote for the new set
of ALP directors for 2015-2017. Nominees
were reelectionists James Kevin Ty, Edgar
Ang, Christopher Louie Lu, John Ray Cabrera,
Rich Pijuan and Armando Lee, while new
nominees were Edge Lat and Ronald Sison.

Shubshashi, Edge, Jason, Edgar, Louie and
Peter

This was followed by director John Ray
Cabrera, who will take over the remaining 2
Rochele and Vincent
years of former PRO Gary Andreassen, while
director Rich Pijuan will finish the remaining 1
Members used the opportunity to have longer year term vacated by director Armando Lee.
astro talk and discussion while having their
delicious lunch. At around 3:30 p.m., the Afterwards, they proceeded to Starbucks
Treasurer tallied the election results and Pedro Gil to discuss the 2015 National
announced the winners (top 5 slots), which Astronomy Week preparations as well as take
included James Kevin Ty, Edgar Ang, the opportunity to image the beautiful Manila
Christopher Louie Lu, Ronald Sison, and Edge sunset. - James Kevin Ty
Lat.
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New ALP Directors/Officers
Congratulations to the new set of ALP Board
of Directors for 2015-17:
Edgar Ang
Edge Lat
Christopher Louie Lu
Ronald Sison
James Kevin Ty
Likewise, congratulations also to John Ray
Cabrera and Rich Pijuan who will be serving
2 years (2015-2016) and 1 year (2015)
terms respectively.

Disregarding the bad weather forecast, we
took the chance and proceeded to set up our
imaging equipment at 1 a.m. & attempted to
catch, hopefully, a couple of bright meteors,
but alas, we were not able to capture a
single meteor as the weather was against us
and that most of the meteors that we saw
were away from our imaging field of view.
During the moments of clear skies, the
beauty of the stars was just too awesome to
ignore. Here is a star field shot of Gemini.

Observing Reports
Lunar Halo
Dec. 30. Had to use a wide-angle converter
for this one. I can't find the adapter rings for
it, so I just placed the converter in front of
my lens.

Officers for 2015:
President
- James Kevin Ty
Vice President - Jett Aguilar
Secretary
- Christopher Louie Lu
Treasurer
- Andrew Ian Chan
Auditor
- Edgar Ang
PRO
- Edge Lat
Board Members:
 John Ray Cabrera
 Arnel Campos
 Mike Enage
 Rich Pijuan
 Ronald Sison
 Peter Benedict Tubalinal
 Alfonso Uy
- James Kevin Ty

Imaged with a Canon 450d and Sigma 1770 mm lens. 10 seconds at ISO 400 and
f/2.8. - Christopher Louie Lu

- Oliver Abrigo de Guzman

Moon
Dec. 7.

Geminids
Dec. 13. Despite cloudy skies, the group of
ALP President James Kevin Ty, Secretary
Christopher Louie Lu, Treasurer Andrew Ian
Chan and Iah Serna proceeded to PAGASA
Observatory in UP Diliman and had a great
time observing and imaging the Geminids.
Despite partly cloudy conditions, they were
able to observe around 20+ Geminids from
1 – 3 a.m. local time. – James Kevin Ty

You can see a Geminid just to the lower right
of Orion's belt, perpendicular to that airplane
trail, streaking towards the bottom right
corner of the frame. – Andrew Chan

( p. 3)
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14.9-day old Full Moon (“Cold Moon”) with Dec. 6. I was bored this evening and saw the
99.8% illumination. Imaged with a Canon Full Moon already high above the eastern
450d on Celestron Powerseeker 80EQ. horizon.
1/350 seconds at ISO 1000 and f/11.
I brought out my Canon EOS 500D DSLR with
William Optics Megrez 90FD refractor
mounted on a simple Celestron CG-3 mount
and imaged the Moon.

Dec. 10.

Dec. 10.

This was a 1/1000 second exposure at ISO
100. - James Kevin Ty

Sun
Dec. 4.

Our local star was once again peppered with
sunspots but with little activity. Active region
AR 2227 remained stable while AR 2231 was
just barely visible. AR 2230 and AR 2231
were growing. Two new active regions had
also appeared with no designation yet.
18.8-day old waning gibbous Moon with 83%
illumination. Imaged with a Canon 450d on
Celestron Powerseeker 80EQ. 1/60 seconds Imaged with a Canon 450d on Celestron
at ISO 200 and f/11.
Powerseeker 80EQ with Baader solar filter
density 3.8. 1/4000 second on ISO 100 and
Dec. 20. This early morning Moon & Saturn f/11.
conjunction.

Imaged with a Canon 450d with EFS 55-250
mm lens. 6-second exposure at iSO 400 and
f/5.6. - Christopher Louie Lu

( p. 4).
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Dec. 12.

Our local star had once again filled with Dec. 20.
sunspot groups with only minor activity.

Dec. 22. Missing sunrise & sunset for this
year’s Winter Solstice, at least I was able to
capture the Sun at mid-day through passing
clouds.

AR 2227 remained stable as it moved closer
to the western limb.

Imaged with a Canon 450d on Celestron
Powerseeker 80EQ with Baader solar filter
density 3.8. 1/4000 second on ISO 100 and
f/11.

AR 2230 had grown while both AR 2232 and
AR 2234 remained stable.
New sunspot groups AR 2235 and AR 2236
had grown. AR 2237 (formerly AR 2209 and
AR 2192) was making a “three-peat” return
but had greatly decayed since its last
appearance.

( p. 5).
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Crisp sunny morning skies while in Manila
allowed me to view and image the Sun away
from the cloudy and cold Ohio skies.
I only brought along my Opteka 800 mm f/8
mirror-lens telephoto to the Philippines,
together with a 2x teleplus for a full disk
image of the Sun, and not the Vixen 102ED
SS that I normally use for imaging the Sun.
What a wonderful view this morning gave–
there were 2 large sunspot complexes –
AR2241 and AR2235/AR2242 - on the disk
of the Sun. This was a great view of the Sun
in white light – large sunspot complexes.
I’m betting these active regions were
cracking with activity in the light of Hydrogen
alpha.
Dec. 21.

Dec. 27. AR2249, AR2244’s companion,
has erupted into nice activity with plenty of
small sunspots. The rest of the Sun was
relatively empty except for three other small
active regions.

AR2244 had rotated more fully and revealed
a binary spot group. The two large groups
were continuing to move toward the limb.
Dec. 25. Christmas day opened up with
sunny skies after almost a full day of rain
and clouds on the 24th.

Dec. 28. AR2244 seemed to have
disappeared, and in its place was a more
active AR2249.

There were a number of spots on the Sun,
but they were mostly small compared to the
complex active regions seen previously.

- Christopher Louie Lu
Dec. 20.

- Jun Lao, in Manila

This was a bit of a downer after the large
sunspot complexes visible before.
Dec. 26. Clouds hampered with viewing and
imaging the morning Sun.

Dec. 2. The sky this morning was a bit hazy
but seeing condition was good. I was able to
image AR2222 and AR2218 in high
resolution and full disk at white light.
AR2222 grew in length and almost filled up
my CCD camera's horizontal frame ( p. 6).
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In H wavelength, AR2222 had some
internal flaring inside its core while a huge
large dark filament could be seen beside
AR2221.

AR2222
AR2225, AR2221, AR2222, AR2218,
AR2226, and AR2217 sunspot groups

Imaged with a Canon EOS 500D on TV-101
refractor with Televue 2x Big Barlow and
Baader 3.8 solar filter. 1/3000 sec exposure
at ISO 100.

AR2222 and AR2226 sunspot groups in
Hwavelength
AR2222
Dec. 3. The sky this morning was hazy and
seeing condition was poor. AR2222
continued to grow in length. I was able to
image AR2222 and 2218 in white light as
well as full disk. I was also able to do some
H wavelength imaging.

AR2218

AR2217

AR2222 in white light (above) and H
(below) imaged with a ZWO ASI120MM
webcam on double-stacked Coronado PST
H/SM40 with 2x Barlow lens.

AR2227 and AR2225
AR2218

( p. 7).
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Dec. 5. The sky this morning was cloudy and
seeing condition was also poor, brought about
by impending typhoon Hagupit or local code
name Ruby, which was expected to make a
landfall in Southern Visayas region. I had to
shoot through passing clouds in order for me
to get a shot of deteriorating sunspot group
AR2222, as its rear main structure had also
deteriorated into pores. The main umbral core
on the other hand, was still intact and large.

Western limb H image

AR2222

AR2227

Eastern limb H image
Dec. 4. The sky this morning was clear and
seeing condition was very good, but I woke up
late so I had to image fast and let go of my
full disk white light imaging in favor of H
imaging. AR2222 was still the best group to
observe and monitor on the Sun in white light
while in Ha, AR2222 was showing good flaring
activity inside its core. Likewise, there was
also a very long dark filament visible beside AR2221 with a long dark filament
AR2221 worth viewing. Solar prominences
were small to moderate with only the eastern
limb of interest.

Dec. 6. The sky this morning was very hazy
and I thought I wouldn't be able to image at
all but sometimes patience is the key, so after
more than 45 minutes wait, the sky partially
opened up for me to have ample time to
image AR2222 both in white light and H.
Seeing condition though was not that good
but I was expecting worse. In H, there was
also a pair of moderate size prominences
visible near the eastern limb.

AR2222 in white light (above) and H (below)

Western limb
AR2222 in white light (above) and H (below)

Eastern limb
Western limb
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Dec. 10. After more than 4 days of no solar
imaging due to typhoon Hagupit (Ruby), I was
again able to do some quick solar imaging
this morning.
The sky was clear but seeing was fair only.
AR2227 had the largest umbral structure on
the Sun with AR2230 growing in size
tremendously.
Aside from interesting AR2232 on the eastern
limb, there was new AR2233 emerging out of
the southeast limb and that’s worth AR2232
monitoring in the days to come.
In H wavelength (right), there were several
beautiful large eruptive prominences visible in
the eastern limb with AR2230 showing lots of
flaring activity inside its core.

H images:
Eastern limb
Dec. 11. The sky was cloudy and I had a hard
time imaging the Sun!
I had to image through passing clouds, thus
my white light images were soft.
In H, the images were a bit more forgiving at
lesser magnification.

AR2232 with dark filament and large eruptive
prominence
AR2227

AR2230

AR2230
AR2223 and AR2230 with dark filament and
large eruptive prominence

AR2224

AR2232

AR2233

AR2227 with large group of dark filaments

( p. 9).
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Dec. 12. The sky this morning finally cleared
and seeing condition was very good. Lots of
solar activities in white light s AR2230 and
2234 grew in size and length. There were also
2 new sunspot groups not designated yet but
I guess will later be classified as AR2236 and
2237. In H, not much high activity, except
for a few large dark filaments. As I was
starting to image in Ha, seeing suddenly
dropped from very good to fair, thus I only
imaged in low magnification only.

AR2235

AR2235

AR2230

Eastern limb
AR2227
AR2234

Western limb

AR2232

Eastern limb

AR2235 with large dark filament and eruptive AR2236
prominence

Western limb
( p. 10).
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Dec. 20. The sky this morning was slightly
hazy, but seeing was surprisingly superb!
Two dominant large sunspot groups - AR2241
and 2242 were a joy to look at both in white
light and in H wavelength.
AR2242 in H erupted with an X1.8 X-Flare at
around 08:27 (00:27UT – at right) and
coincided with my imaging of the group, but
unfortunately, the good seeing didn't last long
and deteriorated tremendously while I was
imaging in H and clouds also interfered to
end my solar imaging session.

AR 2244

AR 2241 and AR 2242 with huge X-flare
Dec. 21. The sky this morning was slightly
cloudy and seeing condition was poor. I still
proceeded to image the Sun. AR 2241 and
2242 were almost the same appearance as
yesterday while possible new AR 2244 was
starting to grow in size and complexity. In H
wavelength, AR 2242 had simmered down a
bit after yesterday's X1.8 X-Flare. AR 2241, on
the other hand, was staring to get active with AR 2241 and AR 2242
some bright internal flaring. 2 nice large
eruptive prominences could also be seen on
the northeast limb.
Imaged with a Canon EOS 500D with TV-101
refractor and Televue 2X Big Barlow. EFL of
1780 mm f/18 with Baader 3.8 solar filter.

Large group of eruptive prominences
Dec. 25. The sky this morning was cloudy and
seeing condition was poor. It's been days
since I last imaged so I still proceeded with
my session despite poor expectation of my
output.

AR 2241 imaged with a ZWO ASI120MM
webcam on TV-101 refractor with TV 5x
Powermate Barlow and Intes Herschel Wedge.

AR 2241

AR 2242
AR 2242

AR 2241 was near the southwest limb.
( p. 11).
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Several other small sunspot groups were
visible on the Sun's surface but were not
large.
I wasn't able to image other sunspot groups in
white light as clouds continued to cover the
Sun, making it difficult to focus and image.
I almost gave up, but I got to see a thin layer
of clouds so I could capture a nice large group
of eruptive prominences in the northeast limb
under poor seeing condition.

Western solar limb in H
Dec. 27. The sky this morning was hazy and a
bit cloudy. I only used the standard Coronado
PST-H this morning as images were very
dark when I double stacked it because of the
haze and clouds. Not much solar activity
except for a few large dark filaments as well
Moderate-sized eruptive prominence
as some moderate eruptive prominences.
- James Kevin Ty

Jupiter
Dec. 10. Here is an IR (720nm) image of
Jupiter with Oval BA, using the 2.4m Thailand
National Observatory.

AR 2248 and AR 2246 with large group of
eruptive prominences
Dec. 26. The sky this morning was clear but AR 2248
seeing condition was fair.
The large group of eruptive prominences was
still visible on the northeast limb, but was now
slightly dimmer compared to yesterday’s, but
still very large!

This is a derotated image which took 4
minutes to capture.
Eruptive prominence

Eastern solar limb in H
There was also a nice looking S-shaped
twisted dark filament around AR 2249. Aside AR 2249
from these 2 interesting features, the rest of
the Sun was quiet.

- Christopher Go with Dr. Saran Poshyachinda
in Thailand
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Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
This is Australian amateur Terry Lovejoy's fifth
comet discovery. He discovered it at 15th
magnitude in Puppis last August, while
searching images that he took with a widefield 8-inch scope. It hasn't moved very much
since then — it was in Puppis in early
December, but it's hundreds of times brighter
now, and it's picked up speed across the sky
for a long northward dash.
The comet spent the last few days of
December in Lepus at around 6th magnitude,
The Moon is full on January 4th. Most of us
won't get a dark moonless view again until
early in the evening of January 7th, with the
comet now crossing northernmost Eridanus.
That's the same day it passes closest by
Earth: at a distance of 0.47 a.u (70 million
km). That's also about when it should start
glowing brightest for its best two weeks, as it
crosses Taurus and Aries high in early
evening.

Whether it will continue to brighten on is Dec. 27.
anybody's guess, but the odds are good;
comets that don't come near the Sun are
more predictable in their brightnesses than
those that do.
Q2 is a very long-period comet, but this is not
its first time coming through the inner solar
system. On the way in, its path showed an
orbital period of roughly 11,500 years.
Slight perturbations by the planets during this
apparition will alter the orbit a bit, so that it
will next return in about 8,000 years. Same imaging specs as previous.
Space.com
- Christophere Louie Lu
Dec. 26. This comet was visible over city skies
by using a good pair of binoculars. Located in Dec. 12. At top is Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
the constellation of Columba, it had a vMag of in Puppis through an 8” f/2.8 Newtonian. The
field of view is 80 x 106 arc minutes. The
+5.7 and will get brighter by January 2015.
comet was just barely visible through 10x50
binoculars.
Dec. 17.

By then the comet would be starting to recede
into the distance, but its intrinsic brightness
should still be increasing a bit; it doesn't
reach perihelion until January 30th, at a rather
distant 1.29 a.u. from the Sun. The above
chart shows the position of the comet during
January. Notice the large area it will cover.
By that date the comet should be starting to
fade slightly from Earth's point of view. In
February it will continue north between
Andromeda and Perseus as it fades further, Imaged with a Canon 450d with EFS 55-250
on its way to passing very close to Polaris late mm lens. 6 second exposure at ISO 1600 and
May when it should again be very faint.
f/6.6.
( p. 13).
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The comet on Dec. 24

The comet on Dec. 23
Dec. 18.

Dec. 25. Christmas gift.

- John Nassr, Baguio

Dec. 21.

Same camera and lens setup, but exposed for
10 seconds at ISO 2000.

Dec.27. Yet another clear night to observe
Dec. 25. Escaping from the winter cold of the
and image the comet.
US Midwest, it was a great Christmas gift to
capture Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2 overhead
on Christmas evening. Almost continuous
rainshowers on the 24th likely made for
cleaner, clearer skies even in Metro Manila.

Same camera and lens setup, but exposed for
10 seconds at ISO 1600.
Dec. 28. Last of the spate of clear nights
before the yearend.
The tail of this comet continues to brighten
and grow more distinct as it gets closer to the I didn’t have much equipment with me, but I
sun!
did have a tripod and a camera, and set my
Nikon D7000 and 50 mm lens at f/2.2 for a
Dec. 23-24. Two images on successive nights, 13 second exposure at ISO 1000. That and
Dec 23 and Dec 24 (at top), with identical processing with Photoshop was enough to
equipment and exposures (though not in the capture the glowing green fuzzball and
same angle) show the tail of Comet Lovejoy separate it from the background sky.
C/2014 Q2 apparently dimming and
undergoing a disconnection event!
Tail
Dec. 26. Clear evening skies continued in
disconnection events are usually because the
comet passes through a change in the Metro Manila and I had another chance to
magnetic sheath the Sun sends out. The capture Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2 from the The comet was next to a star, so it looked like
light polluted skies of Sta. Mesa.
images are 3 degrees wide.
it had two nuclei. – Jun Lao
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Dec. 27-28. They say Christmas is all about
sharing love and giving joy to one another.
This year, the heavens have graced us with
the perfect Christmas gift - a comet so bright
and beautiful it can even be seen under
urban city skies.

Unfavorable weather conditions in Caliraya
led to Nasugbu being blessed with a perfectly
clear cloudless sky the entire night till
morning. They arrived at Johndel Beach
Resort past 10:430 p.m. and started to
unload their stuff to their rooms.

The original plan was to recover the comet
under the dark skies of Caliraya, Laguna.
However, due to deteriorating weather
conditions at the site, we decided to search
for an alternative site. After scouring through
the weather forecasts for Laguna/Cavite/
Batangas region, a last-minute decision was
reached to proceed to Johndel Beach Resort
in Nasugbu, Batangas.

James brought along his Canon EOS500D
DSLR with Canon EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS
L lens mounted on a Vixen GP-DX mount;
Andrew his Canon EOS 500D DSLR on
Skywatcher 80ED refractor on Vixen GP
mount; and Shubhashish his Canon EOS
350D DSLR mounted on Andrew's Vixen
Polarie mount.

Together with James Kevin Ty and
Shubhashish Banerjee, we departed Petron
San Pedro (SLEX) after dinner enroute to the
site. As we moved away from Tagaytay and
closer to Nasugbu, we could see that the
weather conditions were dramatically
improving. When we reached the site at about
10:30 p.m., there was absolutely 0% cloud
cover as far as the eye could see! After
checking in, we proceeded to set up our
equipment at the roofdeck of their hotel just
after the waxing crescent moon set.

After getting some rest, they started to set up
their equipment and started to locate Comet
C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy which was located
between Columba and Lepus that night. After
checking for a short while, they located the
comet, which was almost visible to the naked
eye at around mag 5.6.

They later found out from fellow ALPer
Manuel Goseco that our initial Caliraya site
was completely clouded out the entire
evening and was very muddy because it
rained for several days.

They packed up at around 4:30 a.m. and got
some rest after the traditional group shot.
They are looking forward for another possible
session in Nasugbu or Caliraya.

As expected from good weather, equipment
gremlins started to creep in with our mounts
not being able to track properly initially as well
as PHD not working with James' autoguider
because he brought along another laptop
which he doesn't use in the field as the
It was an excellent decision to proceed to netbook he used during imaging sessions
Nasugbu as we were treated to 7 hours of died.
absolutely 0% cloud cover. The sky was so
clear we could even see Rigel hanging just 1 In the end, they were able to recover and Breakfast after a successful comet observing
degree above the western horizon as it was overcome the gremlins and still get good and imaging run.
about to set an hour before sunrise. Above images of the comet.
are results of that night – the Orion Nebula
(top left) and Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2 (top
right).
- James Kevin Ty
The only distraction we had the entire night
was that awful voice from a drunk guy that
Here’s to a great skies and great
was singing his heart and lungs out at a local
activities for ALP in the year 2015!
karaoke bar... But with a clear sky like that,
who are we to complain? – Andrew Ian Chan Comet C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy Image taken by
James Kevin Ty on December 28, 2014 at
The last minute decision by ALPers James Nasugbu, Batangas using Canon EOS 500D
Kevin Ty, Andrew Ian Chan and Shubhashish DSLR with Canon EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS
Banerjee to go to Nasugbu instead of the L lens set at 400 mm f/5.6. Total 9 minutes
exposure at ISO 6400.
traditional Caliraya site was great.

Happy New Year!

